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Introduction
Welcome to

Kitchen Inspiration

W

elcome to the 5th edition
of Kitchen Inspiration. The publication made
possible by RK-Tec, an initiative formed by
a group of leading kitchen industry brands,
who collectively aim to promote the
importance of design, products and
project management in kitchens.
The RK-Tec participants are Bosch, Blum,
Carron, Callerton, Corian, Dekton, Franke,
NEFF, Silestone and Siemens, and with their
help we have assembled for our magazine
various case-studies to demonstrate this
necessary message. In addition, RK-Tec have
formed a unique collaboration with Potton,
creating a series of working kitchens in real
houses on display at Potton’s Show Centre
(St Neots) and their Show-house at the
National Self Build & Renovation Centre (Swindon).
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In the last edition of the magazine we featured
kitchen designs for Potton’s highly innovative
and contemporary ‘Elsworth’ show home,
built to Passivhaus standards and their plans
for updating the kitchen in their ‘Ruskin’
show-house at the National Self-Build &
Renovation Centre - read on to see how these
projects progressed through to completion.
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Looking to the future, this issue includes Potton’s
plans to revamp their regency style ‘Milchester’
show-house at St Neots, once again RK-Tec
have been asked to transform the kitchen.
Whilst for your own kitchen inspiration, we
further demonstrate a number of alternative
kitchen concepts via a series of innovative
showroom displays across the UK.
So dive into the pages that follow, be inspired and
discover our insight into creating kitchens which
fulfil aspirations and turn dreams to reality.. <<
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Above Left: Pinpointing what you love and hate about
previous kitchens can make a massive impact on your
new design, this is where the Design Criteria Document
comes in useful.
Below Left: CAD visuals give a real feel for not only how
your new kitchen will look but how it will function in
relation to the rest of your home.
Main: A highly eơective crossover kitchen combining
aspects from both modern and traditional kitchen design.

Diligent
Design
Alterations on screen cost nothing whereas changes
once a project is under way inevitably prove costly.

E

nsuring the design of your new kitchen
ticks all your boxes before starting the onsite
phase cannot be over emphasised. If faults or
problems go unnoticed at this crucial stage,
they will invariably prove a hindrance to the
installation schedule and final result.

‘Where should you start when
embarking on the quest
for your dream kitchen?’

Creating a new kitchen, whether for a new build,
extension or renovation, is likely to appear a
daunting task. With so much involved and so
many decisions to be made, it is understandable.
So where should you start when embarking on
the quest for your dream kitchen?

You can find your regional kitchen specialist
retailers online (www.callerton.co.uk).
Visit their showrooms, peruse their portfolio
of completed kitchens and speak with others
who have fulfilled projects to get their
recommendations.

Engaging an experienced kitchen designer is an
excellent first step. They will be the one who can
guide you through all the intricacies of what is
possible, and within your budget.

A good designer will listen to what you have in
mind for your new kitchen and interpret this
into a viable scheme. A great starting point is
Callerton’s ‘Design Criteria Document’ which aims

to extract as much information as possible;
such as preferred style, requirements, aspirations,
lifestyle, favoured products and much more.
Having gathered your thoughts, your designer
then interprets these and produces an initial
proposal. They will present this to you not
only with flat plan drawings but utilising 3D
computer aids which allow you to visualise the
design and see exactly how it will both look
and function. Modify the design at this stage
until you are 100% happy. Alterations on screen
cost nothing, whereas changes once a project is
under way inevitably prove costly.
A successful kitchen project is reliant upon
a good working relationship between
client and designer. <<
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Main: An exciting hybrid kitchen incorporating Shaker and
contemporary elements that stands out from the crowd.
Above Right: The tall bank brings together a host of
appliances including a single oven, a combination
oven with warming drawer and the anything but
ordinary Siemens A Cool fridge, freezer and wine cooler.
Below Right: The beautifully crafted and hard wearing
White Arabesque worksurfaces from Silestone gives
the kitchen a classic edge.

Perfect
Products
Without a guide, achieving the optimum levels of quality,
performance and service on budget can be daunting.

T

here is a vast array of diverse
products required to create a new kitchen.
These encompass furniture, appliances,
worksurfaces, sinks, taps, internal systems,
lighting, flooring and much more. In addition,
each of these elements also come in a wide array
of styles, with differing levels of quality and
standards of service to choose from.

‘The options are vast.
So how do you
go about making
the right choices?’

Enlisting the help and assistance of a skilled kitchen
design specialist, with the required knowledge and
training regarding these three stages, will prove
invaluable. The manufacturers involved in the RK-Tec
initiative all support training programmes in relation
to their products. Your designer will have benefited
from such training and is the person best placed to
guide you through all the various options open to you.

Style, function, longevity and budget are important
issues those in the market for a new kitchen should
consider; but of equal importance is value for money.
Ensuring products fulfil your needs, and provide
good service over a decent period of time, may cost
that little bit more, but will inevitably prove to be
money well spent in the long run.

The options are vast. So how do you go about
making the right choices? A kitchen project
is a complex task involving a combination of
various products, design, installation and project
management. Ensuring all three of these areas
are fully compatible, is essential to the success
of the finished project.

Kitchen design can be likened to ‘Snakes and
Ladders’. The reason is that not only must the
design, aesthetics and function fulfil the ambitions
of you the client, but they must be achievable within
your budget. The remit of a good kitchen designer is
to ensure these aspects come together successfully,
on time, to budget and exceed expectations. <<
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Main: A superb room is completed with a beautifully
detailed yet simple kitchen that makes great use of
Callerton’s Cubic features.
Above Left: Designing the ƪow and look of your new kitchen
is key but don’t underestimate the importance of planning
timescales for design and Ƥtting. eing organised and having
the right people on site at the right time saves time and
money while ensuring a successful project.
Middle Left: Incorporating architectural features such as
roof lanterns and bi-fold doors heightens the wow factor
while adding value.
Below Left: Making the most of existing elements and
bringing the outside into the kitchen is a great way of
giving your kitchen breathtaking appeal.

Intelligent
Installation
Skilled installation and project management staơ
are a vital key to the quality of your Ƥnished kitchen.

S

uccessful kitchens involve great design,
great products and the third vital ingredient
is great installation and project management.
Failure in any of these will adversely affect
the end result.
Installation of the furniture, appliances,
worksurfaces, sinks, taps and lighting,
should come at the latter stage of the project,
but ensuring success requires the design to be
finalised and all the products to be specified
well in advance. In doing so, this allows the
service drawings for the kitchen to be available.
These help guarantee all the pre-installation factors,
such as first fix, are well considered and in place
prior to the fitting stage.

‘The services should all be
in place and ready to
be connected’
It is important to note that before a kitchen
installation team arrive on site, the services
(electrics, gas, water, waste) should all be in place
and ready to be connected. If everything is as it
should be, unforeseen problems should not arise,
saving both time and money. This may appear
obvious, but unfortunately as is often highlighted
on TV design programmes, the kitchen is installed
prior to these being completed, which inevitably
leads to complications and snagging issues.

Inclusion of underfloor heating or down-draught
ventilation illustrate this point. The footprint for the
kitchen is required at the start of the build, as furniture
and appliances must not overlap the heating system.
If a centre island is incorporated with down-draught
ventilation, the pipework and ducting for this and other
services must be installed in the correct location at the
foundation stage. Common sense, but often overlooked!
In summary, installation of the kitchen comes near
the end of the build programme; but the design and
specification and the products to be incorporated,
are required at a much earlier stage in the project.
If the structural works are carried out correctly
and in the right sequence, your new dream kitchen
should slot seamlessly into place. <<
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British

Engineering
Potton demonstrate the comfort of low energy living
with the UK’s first show home designed and built to
Passivhaus standards.

L

ast year, Potton undertook an
innovative and exciting Passivhaus project,
built at their Self Build Show Centre
in St Neots, for which RK-Tec were tasked
with devising the kitchen.

‘The interest and response
to the Elsworth
has been “Amazing”
according to
Dr Paul Newman,
Self Build Director
at Potton’

The build of the Elsworth show house is documented
in Potton’s latest buildbeautiful magazine which is
available via their website www.potton.co.uk or by
contacting them on 01767 676 400. The concept
for the kitchen was featured in the 2016 edition of
Kitchen Inspiration, available at www.callerton.co.uk
under Press and Kitchen Inspiration issue 4.
One year on, and the Passivhaus is complete and
has been named the ‘Elsworth’. Launched with
great fanfare in conjunction with Homebuilding
& Renovating magazine, the original preview day
had to be extended by an additional day due to
unprecedented demand.
“The interest and response to the Passivhaus has
been amazing” explains Dr Paul Newman, Self Build
Director at Potton. >>

Main: Callerton’s kitchen furniture combines beautifully
with zones dedicated to diơerent activities within an
open space that’s perfect for entertaining but designed
for living.
Right: ‘Passivhaus’ is a low energy construction standard.
This type of building requires little energy for heating
or cooling, while providing high levels of comfort.
To see more about the building process visit
www.potton.co.uk/news/self-buld-live
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With the kitchen installed, it is interesting to
see just how close the original proposal
Callerton’s design team put forward, is to the
finished article. It is almost identical other than
minor adjustments to the cabinetry and alterations
to the fittings and finishes.
The colour change to the furniture related to
Potton’s interior design team picking a specific
tile from British Ceramic Tiles (Loft Anthracite)
to go throughout the ground floor of the
Passivhaus with a contrasting tile design
(Illusion Grey Feature Floor) under the central
atrium. In response, Callerton changed the
Matt Grey furniture on the centre island to Fjord,
for a more complementary effect.

‘RK-Tec partner Potton in their Show Centre
to demonstrate the very latest in
kitchen products and technology’
RK-Tec partner Potton in their Show Centre
to demonstrate the very latest in kitchen
products and technology, therefore some
changes reflected the launch of new ranges.
Bosch’s latest appliances were incorporated
throughout, Dekton unveiled their luxurious
XGloss ultra slim worksurface and Franke
displaying their new Centinox sink and
Swiss Pro tap. >>

Above: Good architecture is the key to open plan
living but engaging your kitchen designer at an early
stage to ensure extraction and underƪoor heating is
planned correctly is critical.

Finalising the design and specification for the
kitchen in advance of the build was important,
particularly because a Passivhaus must go through
rigorous testing to meet stringent specification
requirements. For example, the Passivhaus utilises
a mechanical ventilation system that supplies
fresh filtered air into all living spaces and normal
external vented extraction would contravene
and fail the required specification. A recirculating
extractor built into a bulkhead resolved the issue.

Above: The new show
home has nearly double the
amount of insulation and is
approximately ten times
more airtight than a property
complying with current
uilding egulations.
Middle: CAD visuals help
you plan the space and
determine how this will work
in conjunction with all the
other elements of the house.
Below: Following a single
design theme throughout
an open plan living area
helps to tie together areas
of the space that can be
used for diơerent activities.

‘The Passivhaus utilises
a mechanical ventilation
system that supplies
fresh Ƥltered air into
all living spaces’
It was advanced planning such as this that
ensured the kitchen installation was achieved
without problems and in accordance with
Passivhaus standards. Visit St Neots to view the
finished development in person and learn more
about this intriguing and successful venture. <<

Welcome to the
connected kitchen.
Home Connect smart technology enables appliance
control from a smartphone or tablet. Discover the
full range of Bosch connected appliances at
bosch-home.co.uk/home-connect

off the

Drawing Board
The Ruskin show home at the National Self Build and
Renovation centre demonstrates how design
can reinvigorate a space.

B

uilt within the National Self Build
& Renovation Centre, Swindon, Potton have an
impressive 2,300 square foot Arts and Crafts
style show home called the Ruskin. The house is
undergoing a complete phased revamp in 2017,
(follow www.potton.co.uk for progress) and: once
again RK-Tec were delighted to collaborate with
Potton on this property in relation to the kitchen.
Design, products and project management
are crucial when creating a kitchen and the
Ruskin redevelopment is a good example
of this. Moving a door, window or wall can
open up new design opportunities
and the 3D imagery of some of the original
concepts for this project highlight this point.

‘Moving a door,
window or wall can
open up new design
opportunities’
The Ruskin was featured within last year’s edition
of Kitchen Inspiration magazine, focussing on
some initial design proposals for the kitchen.
These demonstrated the wide-ranging possibilities
available when transforming a single room, and
in fact, the eventual design has taken on a totally
different form altogether. >>

Main: Callerton’s Monza Matt Light Grey has been
contrasted with Grey ardolino ak which features
in numerous elements of the kitchen and brings
the space together.
Below Left: The plan demonstrates the use of a
peninsular to gain greater worksurface area in
contrast to an island.
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Practicalities relating to timescale and budget
however, meant for this project the existing
kitchen had to be replaced without altering
the position of windows, doors or walls.
Nevertheless, the new layout of the furniture
is different beyond recognition.

‘Lighting, furniture, ƪooring
and worksurface all play an
important role in keeping the
room light and airy’
The choice of lighting, furniture, flooring and
worksurfaces all play an important role in keeping
the room ‘light and airy’ as specified in the design
brief. Not an easy task when building inside an
exhibition centre with no natural light.
However, by combining Callerton’s new Matt Monza
Light Grey with Abstract Grey Bardolino Oak and
the worksurfaces a mixture of Corian® Hazelnut and
Dekton’s new XGloss Pure White Halo alongside
Quick-Steps Livyn Autumn Oak Warm Grey floor,
all products chosen as they complement one another,
this objective has been masterfully achieved.

‘The Centre runs a diverse
range of courses and
education programmes,
including one in
conjunction with RK-Tec
on Creating Your
Dream Kitchen’
If you are contemplating building your own house,
adding an extension, or renovating, then take a
trip to the National Self Build & Renovation Centre,
Swindon. This amazing, permanent exhibition
enables you to view products from over 250
manufacturers and suppliers. In addition,
the Centre runs a diverse range of courses
and education programmes, including one in
conjunction with RK-Tec on ‘Creating Your Dream
Kitchen’, aimed at those embarking on such
construction projects – www.nsbrc.co.uk. <<

‘Utilisation of a peninsular
rather than an island
provides more workspace’
From a practicality point of view, the design
was kept purposely simple, and relates in part
to the choice and position of the appliances
which were all from Siemens, single oven,
combination oven and microwave,
induction hob, bulkhead extraction,
integrated dishwasher, integrated fridge/freezer.
Franke’s slim fit Mythos sink and tap follow
the same ethos. Utilisation of a peninsular rather
than an island provides more workspace,
whilst the provision of a breakfast bar,
free-standing table, bookshelves and TV,
all add to the function, aesthetics and overall
success of the kitchen.

Above: A simple Shaker painted kitchen with framing
pieces and little fuss. The same room but altered
conƤguration creates a totally diơerent look and feel
that is not only timeless but reƤned.
Middle: The narrow stiles and rails of the Shaker painted
furniture contrast with the wood grained contemporary
handle-less doors is a design trend to look out for in 2017.
Below: A traditional classic kitchen design mixing shape
and features, paint with distinctive timber, open shelves
and a chimney breast, heights and depths totally diơerent to those above.

Above Left: Sinks and taps are some of the most constantly used items in the kitchen so the wet area contains
Franke’s Mythos sink and tap which provide beauty and
function.
Above Right: As connectivity steps into more of our lives
the Siemens i700 oven with microwave oơers ome
Connect which allows you to control the appliance from
wherever you are via an easy to use app.
Below: xtra deep Corian̺ in azelnut over the
peninsular provides a solid but tactile worksurface.
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The Endless Evolution
of Excellence

Super efﬁcient, super stylish.
Elegant and durable, versatile and reliable. And hygienic.
A colour palette meeting every style requirement.
A continuously updated range of kitchen sinks.
A network of partners delivering the
highest standards of fabrication, qualiﬁed design consultancy in showrooms,
ﬁrst-rate after sales care, and the DuPont™ Corian® 10 Year Warranty.
High quality worksurfaces for kitchen, bathroom and the whole home.
DuPont™ Corian®: The Endless Evolution of Excellence.

No matter which model you choose from the iQ700 range of built-in appliances
they each come equipped with the latest innovations. Not to mention the sleek,
sharp and fully coordinated design.
siemens-home.bsh-group.com/uk

A dish is only as ﬁne as its ingredients. It’s a rule
that equally applies to kitchen design. The iQ700
Built-in appliance range is designed to create a
Siemens kitchen that will set the benchmark in
coordinated design and intelligent
technology. With front panels controlled by
touch, that perfectly harmonise with one another

so you can arrange the appliances your way. And
thanks to the intelligent combined heating technology, varioSpeed, you’re free to cook your way
too. Prepare dishes with speed and save up to
50% of the cooking time by combining the iQ700
integrated microwave with more conventional
cooking options.

To know more: 0800 962 116 (UK), 1800 553 252 (Ireland)
info@corian.co.uk / corian.co.uk / endlessevolution.corian.com
Corian® worksurface in Designer White colour seamlessly paired with Corian® Spicy sink (in the same tone); photo Riccarco Bianchi for DuPont™ Corian®.
The DuPont Oval logo, DuPont™, Corian®, Endless Evolution and the Endless Evolution logo are registered trademarks or trademarks or copyrighted material of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.
Only DuPont produces Corian®. Copyright E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.

Siemens. The future moving in.

Left: Ambia-Line: An organised utensil drawer is
a joy forever; consider a knife block and cutlery
dividers to keep things ultra-neat.
Below: Space Tower: Keep all your groceries in order
and visible at a glance with top to bottom inner pull-out
drawers in rion grey matt Ƥnish.
Bottom Left: lum’s spice rack in Ambia-Line.

Space-Saving Solutions
for Kitchens of All Sizes

Introducing Space Tower,
Ambia-Line and Legrabox by Blum
Nothing beats the feel appeal of seeing products in-situ; from checking the quality and handling of
fixtures and fittings to assessing how sturdy they are. That’s why a visit to Potton’s Show Centre is a must
for anyone planning a new kitchen, as you’ll benefit from seeing Callerton Kitchens’ latest trends as
well as innovations for drawers, larders, pull-outs and internal storage from Blum. Callerton is proud to
incorporate Blum systems into their kitchens and we know that you’ll love them too. Not only can they
create effortless organisation but they can also add up to 55% more usable storage.
“Our customers really benefit from the increase
in storage capacity,” says David Sanders, Blum UK
Sales & Marketing Director. “No matter how limited
the space, using Blum fittings will make the most
of every inch. We also offer advanced technology
in terms of opening and closing door and drawer
actions, making life even easier for everyone. It’s for
this reason that many of Callerton’s retailers attend
our dedicated Blum training courses at our new
Experience Centre in our Milton Keynes HQ. We have
technical, retailer and consumer rooms with
state-of-the-art courses in technical training and
retail services. There’s also an area for consumers,
where they can test-drive their kitchen in a space
that showcases the latest products.”

“No matter how limited
the space, using Blum
Ƥttings will make the
most of every inch”

SPACE TOWER from Blum is a practical, stylish larder
unit with fully extendable drawers that utilise every
inch of space. With no gaps necessary above or below,
you can achieve up to 55% more accessible storage
simply by using pull-out drawers rather than
standard shelves. Add effortless gliding and instant,
easy access of the entire drawer’s contents and you
have the ultimate in dried food storage. Perfect for
open-plan kitchens as well as rooms with limited
space, sizes range from 300mm to 1200mm wide
so there’s sure to be something to suit.
Also from Blum is the AMBIA-LINE divider system,
which helps to organise knives, cutlery and cooking
utensils effectively and safely out of children’s reach.
From the humble potato peeler to a designer garlic
press, there’s a place for everything and you can also
add a kitchen foil and film dispenser to keep all the
essentials at your fingertips.
LEGRABOX meanwhile is a slim, sturdy box system
that combines form with function. A single drawer
can hold between 40kg and 70kg – perfect for
heavy pans – with an Orion Grey finish that creates
a luxe look. <<
To find out more about Blum UK please call
0800 917 5550 or visit www.blum.com

David Sanders
Blum UK, Sales & Marketing Director
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The Modern

Main: The traditional elements of this kitchen design have
been brought up to date and simpliƤed to provide a truly
modern English feel.
Below Left: The 3,000 sq. foot 5 bedroom Milchester is a
rectory-style home that provides all the formal elegance,
style and space of Georgian architecture.

Manor

Classical styling and architecture are brought up to
date with a contemporary twist on timeless design.

P

otton’s Self Build Show Centre,
and home to their Self Build Academy, is a unique
facility involving five purpose-build show houses
showcasing a broad range of designs and
contrasting ways of life:

t
t
t
t
t

The Milchester is the subject of this article.
Originally built by Potton some 20 years ago,
its external proportions and style have more than
stood the test of time, proving as popular as ever
with those aiming to build an imposing residence.

The Elsworth: A totally on trend, modern-day and innovative design built to Passivhaus standards.
The Wickhambrook: A characteristic barn exterior, combined with a current, open interior.
The Caxton: The epitome of a present-day country cottage.
The Gransden: A traditional design, embracing 21st century living.
The Milchester: An elegant rectory, undergoing a complete transformation in 2017.

‘Showcase
the very best of
modern day living’

Internally however, the interior layout is showing
its age. So this year it is receiving a makeover
in order to showcase the very best of modern
day living, whilst remaining in keeping with the
property’s overriding style and presence. >>
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‘Stylistically, the kitchen
is to be classic but with a
contemporary twist’
Potton challenged Callerton’s design team to develop
a scheme to transform the kitchen, the brief simply
being to create a kitchen which makes the Milchester
even more appealing to their clients. Basing the
project on a fictitious professional, middle income,
family of four, the Callerton design team went
through the process of creating a ‘design criteria’.
The requirements were: a space suitable for
master-chefs and great entertainers, a table
to seat 6/8, incorporate sophisticated wine storage,
TV and sound system and a facility for children
to do homework. Stylistically, the kitchen is to be
classic but with a contemporary twist. A full range of
appliances including oven, microwave, steam oven,
coffee machine, warming drawer, plenty of fridge and
freezer space, wine cooler, double bowl sink, boiling
and filter tap have all been specified and will be in
sleek stainless steel.

Setting the design criteria allowed Callerton to
explore the options for transforming the kitchen.
Currently in the centre of the building and
extremely dated both functionally and aesthetically,
Callerton concluded that the kitchen required a
complete overhaul of both its layout and its position
within the house.

‘Suggesting that the room
be opened out into the
back of the house,
Callerton envisage a
showstopper of a living space’
Suggesting that the room be opened out into the
back of the house (particularly as Potton stipulated
the existing lean-to, glazed area on the side of the
property was to be removed), Callerton envisage a
showstopper of a living space, for all the family to
come together and enjoy.

Above Left: Establishing all the elements to be incorporated
into your kitchen helps your designer; this process is aided
by the Design Criteria Document.
Below Left: pening up the room by removing walls and
moving doors and windows brings the Milchester back on
trend and delivers contemporary open plan living with a
traditional twist.
Above Right: Computer technology enables you
to look at the design for your new kitchen from all
conceivable angles.
Above Right: The 3D CAD imagery gives a great impression
of the new room and enables decisions to be made on
furniture and paint palette.

The proposed concept, as illustrated by the detailed
and highly realistic 3D imagery, utilises Callerton
shaker painted furniture in contrasting colours.
Featuring their new E/Frame concept, with modern
handles, the overall effect is classical, but when
combined with Siemens appliances and Corian’s
(new to market) Concrete effect worksurfaces,
in conjunction with stylish sinks and taps from
Franke, a contemporary undertone is introduced.
Potton will be detailing the Milchester’s progress as
the redevelopment unfolds. Keep an eye on their
website and pay the Centre a visit when complete
www.potton.co.uk. <<
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Kitchen Spotlight
Sinks and Taps

<<

Franke offers a distinctive portfolio of appliances, sinks, taps and accessories that excel in form and function,
developed with the company’s world class approach to design and innovation.
Franke’s New Sink Oozes Style

Franke’s luxurious Style SYG 611 sink offers a beautiful balance of form and function.
Made from Fragranite in new Alabaster White, the Style boasts a striking white translucent appearance.
Its chic curves and raised-edge design give the Style an almost ‘floating’ effect on your worksurface.
The premium-quality Fragranite is tough, durable and germ, scratch, impact, stain and heat resistant.
It features Sanitized® anti-bacterial protection which is proven to reduce bacteria and microbe growth by 99%.
The sink combines its ultra-modern design with a generous bowl size of 480 x 425 x 200mm.
Included with the Style are an elegant solid oak chopping board and handy strainer bowl.
It also benefits from Franke’s unique push-button pop-up waste,
avoiding the need to put hands into dirty dishwater.

Franke’s New Pescara 3600 Tap is Full of Surprises
The cutting-edge design of the new Pescara 3600 tap
from Franke allows it to be used in three different
ways as a dual, normal or needle spray.
The distinctive single-lever tap fully rotates and
operates as a standard tap, or the spray nozzle can
be released from its magnetic holder to function
as a dual-spray tap.
The easy-to-operate directional spray function
is especially useful for washing and preparing
vegetables or filling and rinsing pots.
The spout has a reach of 200mm,
extending to 400mm, so is ideal
for use with multi-bowl sinks.
The tap is 460mm high and its angular
yet ergonomic styling can create
design interest in a wide variety
of kitchen settings. The tap is
one of three stylish new
Pescara taps introduced
into Franke’s portfolio.

For further information, contact Franke
on tel: 0161 436 6280 or visit the newly
revamped website www.franke.co.uk

<<

<<

The sophisticated design of the Style,
combined with its practicality,
means it’s guaranteed to
be a talking point of
your kitchen.

Waste Disposal Units –
The Hidden Kitchen Gems

Waste disposal units (WDUs) are the unsung
hero of the kitchen, efficiently disposing of waste
and keeping the kitchen tidy. Franke’s updated
range of WDUs make short work of all kinds of
food waste, reducing the amount going into your
bin – and to landfill. The new TE-50, TE-75, TE-75S,
TE-125 and TE-125B feature robust stainless
steel grinding components and an
anti-bacterial function within
their corrosion-proof
chambers for added hygiene.
For safety, a special guard
prevents cutlery from being
accidentally dropped into
the unit.
The precision-engineered
units are easy to fit under
most sinks by a plumber.
They don’t take up much room,
especially the new TP-75S
Slimline model, and connect
up with simple pipework.

GET CLOSER TO
YOUR COOKING
WITH NEFF
For NEFF Cookaholics, the kitchen will always
be the heart of your new home. A place to eat,
meet and get creative with your cooking. With a
host of innovative features across the NEFF oven
range, we can help deliver the most exacting
kitchen requirements. With the Slide&Hide® oven
now available with pyrolytic self-cleaning and
CircoTherm® featuring throughout the full oven
range, NEFF appliances are designed to deliver
on design and functionality.

Main: A classic painted kitchen that embodies K-Tec’s
ethos of great design, great products and great project
management.
Right: An exciting hybrid kitchen incorporating Shaker
and contemporary elements aptly demonstrates how
the K-Tec members: products create a kitchen that
stands out from the crowd.

Forward

Thinking
Showrooms give
the opportunity to
demonstrate the latest
and most innovative
design concepts.

R

K-Tec is a collaboration of leading
brands from the kitchen industry. The case-studies
featured in this magazine demonstrate how their
products combine together to create stunning
kitchens. You can see the breadth and diversity of
RK-Tec products first hand via kitchens on display
within Callerton dealerships throughout the
UK. In the meantime, we have assembled in this
article photography of some recently completed
displays and computer imagery of others which
are currently taking shape. >>

‘RK-Tec is the collaboration
of leading brands from the
kitchen industry’
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Above: A symmetrical design incorporating curved
elements, adds a diơerent dimension, and creates
a well-balanced kitchen scheme.

Above Right: A fusion of classic and contemporary elements
from both the furniture and individual product elements,
resulting in a kitchen that challenges convention.

Below Left: An elegant kitchen dining concept incorporating
both classic Shaker with contrasting contemporary veneered
furniture and striking mirror backed open cabinetry.

Middle Above Right: A kitchen that makes a bold statement
via all its various elements - an unusual island, chimney breast,
contrasting wood and paint, imposing stainless steel appliances
to name a few.

Below Middle: Maximising a limited space, this simple and
practical kitchen features state of the art products from the
K-Tec members to combine both function and aesthetics
to great eơect.
Below Right Top: A classic kitchen with a contemporary
twist and full of interesting detail with regards to features,
lighting, worksurfaces and appliances; the epitome of grace
and style.

Middle Below Right: An L shaped design incorporating
a ƪoating tall appliance bank, hob, extraction, sink area and
breakfast bar, demonstrates simplicity can be highly eơective.
Below Right: The available height as well as the combination
of colours, materials and products, dominate this impressive
kitchen and make a dramatic statement.

Below Right Bottom: A kitchen that oozes style by utilising
walnut and painted furniture and full of signature pieces;
the table, mantle, pillar box, worktop detail, open shelving,
wine racks to highlight just a few.

There is no better way to get an insight into all the
many aspects involved in creating a kitchen than
being able to touch, feel and see these in person.
The examples highlighted are self-explanatory as to
why visiting design-led kitchen showrooms should
be high on your agenda.
The RK-Tec ethos of working together to promote
and create stunning and successful kitchens is
aptly demonstrated by this snapshot of kitchens on
display throughout the UK. Further information on
where to see these and many others can be found
on Callerton’s website www.callerton.co.uk <<
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Worktops

without limits

Turning Dreams to Reality

Dekton is a new, remarkable and totally unrivalled worktop which is so
beautiful and versatile it can be used both indoors and outside

I

n response to the growing demand
for luxurious, statement products in the
world of interiors, Cosentino developed a brand
new line; Dekton® XGloss, which boasts a
combination of striking aesthetics with technical
performance. Uniting Dekton®’s high durability,
stain resistance and versatility with a pioneering
and exclusive treatment resulted in a hardwearing,
tactile, premium polished surface with a multitude
of application possibilities.

D

ekton® XGloss is designed for use in a
variety of applications, including kitchen
worktops, splashbacks, wall cladding, ïooring
and bespoke furniture. The surface maintains an
excellent resistance to stains as well as UV rays,
allowing for both indoor and outdoor
applications, and together with large format
options it has the potential for installation in one
piece with no cuts or joins providing immense
creative possibilities. Dekton® by Cosentino
comes with a 10-year warranty. <<

Callerton Advert

Of QUARTZ

you can

Beautiful, functional and hygienic, Silestone by Cosentino worksurfaces are
composed of over 90% natural quartz crystal

S

ilestone Quartz worktops are the
original quartz worktops. Available in
a spectacular range of colours and virtually
non-porous, Silestone Quartz has nearly
four to îve times the ïexural strength of
granite and a high resistance to scratching,
staining and heat damage. Plus, all come
with the Silestone 25-year warranty so you
can be conîdent in your purchase. <<

Features
of Silestone
- Stain resistant
- Acid and scratch resistant
- Impact resistant
- 25 year warranty

Over thirty years’ success in the design and manufacture of exclusive British kitchen furniture
has placed Callerton at the forefront for style, innovation and choice.
Aberdeen 01224 826 776 - Ayr 01292 618 277 - Beaconsfield 01494 681 444
Belfast 028 9020 9209 - Bishop’s Stortford 01279 501 642 - Broxburn 01506 862 780
Cambridge 01223 213 266 - Colchester 01206 766 601 - Doncaster 01302 325 450
Dumfries 01387 279 985 - Edinburgh (EH11) 0131 337 3434 - Glasgow (G11) 0141 337 1435
Glasgow (G76) 0141 644 1435 - Horsham 01403 790 812 - Kilmarnock (KA1) 01563 546 203
Kilmarnock (KA1) 01563 831 340 - Kingston Bagpuize 01865 596 768 - Leeds 0113 294 1414
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 0191 286 0514 - Newmarket 01638 560 778 - Sheffield 01142 769 388
Shipston-on-Stour 01608 690 870 - St Neots 01223 213 266 - Sterling / Tillicoultry 01259 237 010
Stourbridge 01562 887 212 - Swindon 01865 596 768 - Tain 01862 893 436
Winchester 01962 735 135 - Wirral 0151 342 7442

www.callerton.co.uk

Control your appliances.
Anytime, anywhere.
Wi-Fi enabled Siemens home appliances with Home Connect functionality put you
in touch with your home wherever you are.
siemens-home.bsh-group.com/uk

Now you can discover more exciting
opportunities thanks to Wi-Fi enabled appliances
and the intuitive Home Connect App. From
easing workload by letting the app decide on
the best programme to run, to opening up
completely new possibilities like preheating the
oven on the way home from work. Making your
everyday life more efﬁcient and comfortable than
ever before and allowing you to spend more time
and attention on the things you really love to do.
For a life less ordinary.

Your
household
in one app.

Siemens. The future moving in.

